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iGAS PREMIUM 105/75 H, 2 side R

Inhoud

iGAS PREMIUM is a trademark of bvba. iFiRE. All rights and modifications reserved. Printed in Belgium.

No part of this publication may be reproduced or distributed without prior permission of iFiRE ltd.
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A fireplace with the 

appearance of a real 

wood fire!

Front: long burner across the entire unit width

Back: Main burner with Campfire look

5

iGAS PREMIUM 105/55 L, Front
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Enjoy flames soaring 
to unprecedented 
heights, thanks to the 
campfire look burner.

Live the difference. 
Choose iGAS 
Premium for the 
ultimate natural-
looking gas fireplace.

iFiRE’s own creation, iGAS Premium is 

manufactured with great care by and for 

those who love fire and care about detail 

and technical innovation.

Watch the iGAS PREMIUM presentation clips on iFiRE’s YouTube channel.

- iGAS Premium’s sophisticated burner 

design allows you to enjoy a realistically 

high play of flames.

- With the flames stretching across the 

entire width of the unit, the play of flames 

is simply breath-taking.

- The double burner consists of a main, 

campfire look burner at the back and a 

long line burner at the front.

- iGAS Premium has a variable heat output. 

Turn on both burners for maximum heat.

- Choose only the main burner for 

minimum output and a reduction in 

consumption of up to 50%.

- Magnificent fire effect even at low output: 

from 2 kW (or 20% output), when the 

fireplace is only using the main burner with 

reduced flames.

- You can always adjust the height of 

the flames, whether you are using both 

burners or just a single one.

iGAS PREMIUM 100%: both burners on

iGAS PREMIUM 50%: only main burner on

iGAS PREMIUM 50%: only main burner on, reduced flames
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Finish your fireplace to your liking, you can 

choose between two options.

The finishing flexibility always guarantees a 

perfect end result.

By default, iFiRE supplies the iGAS Premium 

fireplace with a separate, removable steel 

frame. The steel frame can be installed easily 

and adds an extra dimension to your fire-

place.

Omit the steel frame for a seamless finish 

between your fireplace and the housing. 

When using a natural stone finish, the mate-

rial can run all the way up to the frameless 

glass pane of the fireplace. The snug and 

smooth fit of the materials lets you enjoy a 

perfectly integrated fireplace of the purest 

design.

Play with the various  
finishing options.

iGAS PREMIUM 105/55L, front

Maintenance-friendly  
gas fireplaces.

iGAS Premium fireplaces are supplied 

with a special key that lets you remove 

the glass screen from the fireplace 

effortlessly. This makes the annual 

cleaning of your glass screen a swift and 

simple affair.

User-friendly, 
thermostatic remote 
control

All iGAS Premium fireplaces are supplied 

with the latest 8-symbol remote control.

- The heat is fully adjustable for optimum 

comfort.

- The iGAS Premium fireplace has a double 

burner, you can easily switch between 

single and double burner mode.

- You can always adjust the flame height 

to the low or high setting, both for single 

or double burner.

1 Switch the fireplace on and off

2 Countdown timer: use the timer to determine the duration. The fireplace switches off after at least 50 
minutes and at most 9 hours.

3 Thermostatic mode: the room temperature is measured and compared with the set temperature. 
Flame height is then adjusted automatically to achieve the set temperature.

4 High setting

5 Programming mode: set the specific time at which the fireplace should switch on.

6 Double burner

7 Eco mode: the flame height alternates between high and low settings

8 Low setting

4 and 8 High & low setting: set minimum and maximum values for flame height

1
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Consult the installation manual for all detailed information about

the functions and use of the remote control.

Option

PUCK available in white or black

Control your fireplace 
from anywhere in the 
house.

The latest My fire app lets you control 

your fireplace via tablet or smartphone. 

It’s available for both Apple or Android 

mobile phones or tablets. To install the 

My fire receiver unit, you need a UTP 

connection and an outlet.

Surf to myfireapp.com/en for more 

information about the application.
Seamless finish without steel frame

Steel frame finishing – 75 mm deep
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Reality wood logs

Grey stones (natural Carrara split)

White stones (natural Carrara split)

Interior finishes

The flames on display in the iGAS 

Premium fireplace look exceptionally 

natural. Whether you choose ceramic, 

reality wood logs or stone inserts.

- Combine iGAS PREMIUM with a 

natural grey or white Carrara split, 

for a gas fireplace with an extremely 

minimalistic look.

- Choose the wood log insert for a 

natural ambiance.

AVAILABLE INTERIOR FINISHES:

iGAS PREMIUM 105/75 H, 3 side
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Back panels

The back panel adds the finishing touch to your fireplace when the gas fire is switched off, 

a true decorative element…

- By default, all gas fires are fitted with a high-quality steel back panel. 

- Looking for something more dynamic? Then you might want to look at the black mirror 

back panel, which reflects the flames in interesting patterns.

- A ribbed glass back panel bestows a minimalist, rugged character on your fireplace. 

It also opens up many stylish design options. Such as a seamless continuation of the 

ribbed pattern.

Personalize your iGAS PREMIUM fireplace  
to suit your style.Anti-reflective glass

To achieve optimum fire effect, iGAS 

PREMIUM fireplaces are available with 

anti-reflective glass. Filtering out most 

reflections, this glass allows for a better 

view of the fire.

Only the glass at the front of every 

fireplace model is available in anti-

reflective glass.

Regular glass Anti-reflective glass

iGAS PREMIUM 105/75 H, front

AVAILABLE BACK PANELS:

Steel Ribbed

steel

Black 

reflective 

glass
Vertically ribbed back panel in high-quality steel (20 mm)

Download technical drawings of all the ribbed back panels on www.ifire.be

You can find these on the iGAS PREMIUM product page.
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front
+ right

front 
+ left

left + front
+ right

FRONT MODEL

2 SIDE MODEL

3 SIDE MODEL

front
only

iGAS PREMIUM 75/55

750

5
4

2

750 350

5
4

2

750350

5
4

2

750350 350

5
4

2

iGAS PREMIUM 80/60

800

5
9

2

350800

5
9

2

350 800

5
9

2

350 350800

5
9

2

iGAS PREMIUM 105/55 L

1050

5
4

2

3501050

5
4

2

350 1050

5
4

2

350 3501050

5
4

2

iGAS PREMIUM 105/75 H

1050

7
4

2

3501050

7
4

2

350 1050

7
4

2

350 3501050

7
4

2

Glass dimensions Dimensions in mm. 

Subject to change or errors.

Specified sizes are the visible portion of the glass of the built-in appliance. iGAS PREMIUM 105/75 H, 3 side
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Product dimensions Product dimensions

FRONT MODEL 2 SIDE MODEL L

front
+ right

2 SIDE MODEL R 3 SIDE MODEL

front
only

iGAS PREMIUM 75/55 iGAS PREMIUM 75/55iGAS PREMIUM 80/60 iGAS PREMIUM 80/60

Drawing & measurements legend:

A fireplace installation depth

B fireplace total width

C fireplace height without adjustable feet

D fireplace total height including adjustable feet

E convection air diameter

Drawing & measurements legend:

A fireplace installation depth

B fireplace total width

C fireplace height without adjustable feet

D fireplace total height including adjustable feet

E convection air diameter

iGAS PREMIUM 105/55 L iGAS PREMIUM 105/55 L

Dimensions in mm. 

Subject to change or errors.

Dimensions in mm. 

Subject to change or errors.

iGAS PREMIUM 105/75 H iGAS PREMIUM 105/75 H

front 
+ left

left + front
+ right

All technical drawings of iFiRE fireplaces are available as .pdf or .dwg files 

and can be requested via info@ifire.be.

All technical drawings of iFiRE fireplaces are available as .pdf or .dwg files 

and can be requested via info@ifire.be.
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Diameter concentric 

channel*

DOUBLE

BURNER

OUTPUT

Energy 

efficiency 

class

SINGLE

BURNER

OUTPUT

Net gas G25 + new 

in the Netherlands (K gas)

Net gas G25 + new 

in the Netherlands (K gas)

Net gas

G20

Net gas

G20

LPG 

G30

LPG 

G31

LPG 

G30

LPG 

G31

Weight 

(KG)**

130/200 mm

70

5

10,4

5

10,4

6,1

13,6

6,1

13,6

4,6

9,5

4,6

9,5

5

12,4

5

12,4

4,7

3,9

9,6

6,8

A

4,7

3,9

9,6

6,8

A

4,8

4

10

8,5

A

4,8

4

10

8,5

A

130/200 mm

75

130/200 mm

85

130/200 mm

95

* Inner diameter / outer diameter ** Indicative weights

Subject to 

change or errors.

Output data are in KW.

Technical specifications

iGAS PREMIUM 75/55 iGAS PREMIUM 80/60 iGAS PREMIUM 105/55 L iGAS PREMIUM 105/75 H

Download your energy label. All eco labels and product sheets are available online at www.ifire.be. 

Surf to the iGAS PREMIUM product page and download the product label for your (showroom) unit in the correct format.

iGAS PREMIUM 105/55 L, 3 side
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In addition to its minimalist fireplace collection, iFiRE also produces a variety 

of made to measure finishes. Put your own mark onto your fireplace with a 

unique finishing frame, floor plate, wood storage or exhaust grille. You 

might even consider adding such decorative elements as bookshelves or 

bookends ...

We can produce all these elements, working from the customer’s design and 

measurements.

iFiRE makes a production drawing for approval before our craftsmen 

manufacture the components. These special finishing options add an 

individual touch to the way you experience your fire.

Made to measure

Design your own exclusive fireplace project 
with our made to measure solutions.

EXAMPLES OF MADE TO
MEASURE SOLUTIONS:

A well-ventilated fireplace is essential 

in avoiding the build-up of high 

temperatures in the housing.

This is achieved by integrating a convection 

grille at the bottom or top of the fireplace. 

When heat gets trapped inside a housing, 

this could cause the plastering to start 

tearing. An additional benefit of convection 

grilles is optimal heat dissipation of the 

gas fireplace.

All iFiRE fireplaces - including iGAS 

PREMIUM - operate without an engine, 

Design convection grilles

The grilles are available in black 

as standard and fit seamlessly 

with the minimalist design of the 

iFiRE fireplaces.

using only natural convection air.

For the emission of recuperated heat, iFiRE 

developed two heat-resistant design 

grilles: iSQUARE and iCIRCLE. This 

relegates the distracting image of the classic 

grilles to the past forever, while still subtly 

guaranteeing sufficient efficiency and a 

good functioning of the fireplace system.

The design grilles are available in a 

package that consists of:

- 2 grilles 

- 4 connection pieces 

- and 2 flexibles that should be shared. 

When there are 8 connections, you need to 

order an additional convection set

Every opening for the dissipation of warm 

convection air must be connected with a 

flexible (Ø 150 mm) and grille.

The design grilles can be fully integrated into 

the wall with the plaster frame supplied as 

standard.
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Need professional 
and complete advice 
on your fireplace 
project?

Visit our iFiRE info centre for more 

information about our products.

Surf to ifire.be for a distributor near you. 

They will happily provide you with some 

professional advice on the finishing and 

installation of your fireplace.

Determine capacity / output in function of the volume to be  
heated and the insulation standard of your space.

Output (kW) / These values are purely indicative.

Very well

insulated

house

Normally

insulated

house

Badly

insulated

house
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Innovative, unique and patented concept*

A modular, flexible and easy system

Suitable for iFiRE’s wood, gas and bioethanol fireplaces

A solution for any kind of home (even without a chimney) 

thanks to the combination with a bioethanol fireplace

Ready-made, high-quality, no preparation required

Dust-free and clean installation

Quick installation requires less than a day

(between 4 and 8 hours)

Design with an online configurator

ADVANTAGES:

WALL is a ready-made closet system 

into which you can integrate the fire wall 

of your dreams in next to no time. 

iWALL lets you design a high-quality 

fireplace wall at an affordable price. 

The only thing you have to do now is 

enjoy.

Discover the complete iFiRE product range

* Patent: 1024393

The configurator is available in 

Google Playstore and Appstore.

Coming soon. Discover the

new iWALL range:

More information on www.ifire.be

iBiO Design / iWALL made from melamine / lacquered white

iGAS PREMIUM / iWALL Morass oak iGREEN Revolving door / iWALL Natural oak
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iFiRE offers 2 types of wood fireplaces, 

with either telescopic or revolving 

doors. The iGREEN, a minimalist 

fireplace with elevator doors that 

are a mere 5 mm thick, is one of the 

prettiest built-in wood fires you will 

ever experience.

iFiRE has the widest range of gas 

fireplaces in Europe. The iGAS product 

range is iFiRE’s standard range. The 

gas fireplaces of the iGAS series range 

from 40 cm to an extreme four meters. 

There are as many as forty-four 

different possibilities.

iCUBE is the finishing design for the 

iGREEN hinged door fireplace.

Discover the complete iFiRE product range

ADVANTAGES:

- Small flue ducts: 18 to 20 cm elevator 

doors and 15 to 18 cm hinged door

- Ribbed lining: ceramic material ensures 

longer heat retention, increased 

efficiency and durability

- Extremely eco-friendly: meets the 

strictest emission standards and has a 

very low emission

- A patented door profile of only 5 mm

- Limited installation depth: only 46.3 cm 

for hinged door and 54.2 cm for elevator 

door

- Manufactured from high-quality 4 mm 

thick steel

- Air Clean System: the fire can be 

controlled perfectly and directly. The air 

flow along the window to the boiler room 

allows the window to remain clean and 

free of smoke

ADVANTAGES:

- Limited installation depth 

- Standard: double parallel burners

- Minimalist design

- Can be operated remotely, depending on 

the power network

- Adjustable remote control with thermostat 

choice, between single and double 

burners and flame height variation

- The complete range is available for both 

natural and bottle gas supply

ADVANTAGES:

- Allows for both free-standing and 

suspended integration into your interior

- A stripped down, purified design with a 

cubistic look

- A wall-mounted or suspended fireplace 

with high efficiency

- Manufactured from high-quality 8 mm 

thick steel

iBiO & iBiO Design provide a solution 

for people whose desire for a cosy 

fireplace interior is thwarted by no or 

limited connection possibilities, both 

in terms of fuel supply and flue gas 

discharge.

ADVANTAGES:

- The perfect solution for apartments or 

homes without a chimney 

- A unique design: high flames and low 

output 

- Combustion is almost odourless 

- Finely tuned, electronically managed 

combustion control with separated burner 

bed and fuel tank 

- Designed with your safety at heart 

- Double pumping system (fuel supply 

and drainage): any fuel is immediately 

pumped back into the reservoir after the 

unit has used it 

- Electronic ignition: no need for matches

Notes



Your dealer:

iFiRE Belgium

Gentsebaan 50, 9890 Asper-Gavere

T + 32 (0)9 384 44 40

F + 32 (0)9 390 80 44

info@ifire.be
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Get inspired at the iFiRE info center


